Peripheral Lung Nodule Diagnosis and Fiducial Marker Placement Using a Novel Tip-Tracked Electromagnetic Navigation Bronchoscopy System.
Electromagnetic navigation (EMN) has improved bronchoscopic access to peripheral pulmonary nodules. A novel EMN system utilizing novel tip-tracked instruments for endobronchial [electromagnetic navigation bronchoscopy (ENB)] as well as transthoracic lung biopsy [electromagnetic-guided transthoracic needle aspiration (EMTTNA)] has become available. The system provides real-time feedback as well as the ability to biopsy lesions outside of the airway. These advances have the potential to improve diagnostic yield over previous EMN systems. We performed a retrospective review of consecutive peripheral bronchoscopy cases utilizing a novel EMN platform for biopsy and/or fiducial marker (FM) placement at a tertiary care university hospital. We analyzed factors that may influence diagnostic yield including lesion size. Our study included 108 patients who underwent EMN-guided bronchoscopy between June 2015 and April 2017 for the diagnosis of peripheral lung lesions and/or the placement of FMs for stereotactic body radiotherapy. Ninety-three patients underwent biopsy utilizing ENB +/- EMTTNA. The combined diagnostic yield was 78%. EMTTNA provided a diagnosis for 5 patients in whom the ENB biopsy results were negative. Diagnostic yield by nodules <20, 20 to 30, and >30 mm in size was 30/45 (67%), 27/30 (90%), and 16/18 (89%), respectively. Sixty-five patients underwent FM placement with a total of 133 FM placed. This novel tip-tracked EMN system incorporating both ENB and EMTTNA can guide biopsy and FM placement with a high degree of success and with a low complication rate. Multicentered prospective trials are required to develop algorithmic approaches to combine ENB and EMTTNA into a single procedure.